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IHL Stationary Modular 
Drawer Cabinets
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With a variety of options and configurations the 
IHL Modular Cabinets can be custom configured 
to fit your specific storage needs. IHL cabinets are 
constructed using all welded 16 and 14 gauge 
steel and will stand up to the toughest of environ-
ments. Locking options include one cylinder lock 
located at the top of the cabinet, a cylinder lock 
located on each drawer face (on drawer sizes 125 
or greater), or a locking bar for a padlock. Drawers 
are available in a variety of heights that range from 
our smallest 3” drawer face height up to 12” for 
storage of larger components.

∙All Welded          ∙Multiple Drawer Configurations           ∙Up To 400lb. Drawer Glides

∙Modular Design         ∙Range of Colors Available  ∙Heavy Gauge Steel

Drawers that fully extend, up to 400 lb. ball
bearing drawer glides, and optional divider kits, 
ensure you get maximum usability from every 

drawer.



IHL Mobile Rolling
Drawer Cabinets
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∙The same high quality construction as our stationary cabinets with the 
  added convenience of being mobile.

We have all heard the saying, “work smarter - 
not harder”. Our IHL Mobile Cabinets let you 
take your tools & parts with you, instead of 
running between your project and your tools.  

Mobile cabinets come standard with heavy 
duty 6” urethane casters that include two 
locking swivel and two rigid casters. Stay  on 
the move or lock the wheels and keep it in 
place.

6” Urethane Heavy Duty Casters
(Available up to 8”)



IHL Work Stations
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With a variety of options and configurations the 
IHL Work Stations can be custom configured to 
fit your specific needs. IHL Work Stations are con-
structed using all welded 16 & 14 gauge steel and 
will stand up to the toughest environments. Lock-
ing options include one cylinder lock located at the 
top of the cabinet, a cylinder lock located on each 
drawer face (on drawer size 125 or greater), or a 
locking bar for a pad lock. Drawers are available in 
a variety of heights that range from our smallest 3” 
drawer face height up to 12” for storage of larger 
components. Drawer faces inset within the work 
station for a professional look.

∙All Welded          ∙Multiple Drawer Configurations           ∙Up To 400lb. Drawer Glides

∙Modular Design         ∙Range of Colors Available  ∙Heavy Gauge Steel

Drawers that fully extend, up to 400 lb. ball 
bearing drawer glides, and optional divider kits, 
ensure you get maximum usability from every 

drawer.
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IHL Work Stations
Upper Accessories∙DuraFlex 

Our line of DuraFlex                    
accessories allows you 
to configure your IHL 
Work Station to fit your 
exact application.     

∙Upper Shelf / Riser Options
Add an upper shelf to the top of your work station for extra storage and 
space. Available in all our standard materials. Risers can be customized with 
power outlets and data ports to handle your electronics. Include under shelf 
task lighting for additional light on your workspace.

 DuraFlex Overhead Cabinets DuraFlex Power Apron

DuraFlex Parts Bins / Peg BoardDuraFlex Task Lighting / Adjustable Height Shelf

Upper Shelf / Available in Multiple Configurations and Materials Powered Shelf Risers



IHL Cabinet 
Configuration
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1 HeiGHT ∙Standard iHL Cabinet Housing Heights

2 WiDTH ∙Standard iHL Cabinet Widths

18” Wide 22” Wide 28” Wide 48” Wide 56” Wide

Configure and Order Cabinets

3 DepTH ∙Standard iHL Cabinet Depths

18” D 24” D 28” D

iHL Work Station – Available Heights

iHL Work Station – Available Widths

iHL Work Station – Available Depths



IHL Cabinet 
Configuration
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FH
U

S

Drawer 
Size

Small
75 2.98” 1.97” 1.78”

100

125
150

175
200

225
250
275
300

4.02”

5.06”
6.09”

7.13”
8.17”

9.20”
10.24”
11.28”
12.31”

3.01”

4.05”
5.08”

6.12”
7.16”

8.19”
9.23”

10.27”
11.21”

2.32”

3.36”
4.39”

5.43”
6.47”

7.50”
8.54”
9.58”

10.61”

Medium

Large

Extra
Large

Front 
Height

(FH)

Usable
Height

(U)

Side
Height

(S)

Drawer
Number

4 DRAWeRS ∙Standard iHL Drawer Heights

5 OpTiOnS

∙Work Surfaces: (more top options available)

1-3/4” Maple 12 Gauge Steel Stainless Steel

∙Drawer Compartment Dividers:

Variety of Configurations Available

Structural Gray Charcoal Gray Commodore Safety Blue Safety GreenGraphite

Use our simple formula for drawer configuration. If ordering an IHL-900 height 
cabinet you can select any variety of drawer numbers as long as they total 900 for 
an IHL-900 cabinet.  

For example: 
Drawer No’s.:
      100
      100
      150
      250
    +300
      900

∙Color Options: (more available upon request)

∙Customize any of our iHL line with a wide range of accessories.∙Contact us for more options and get the most from your workspace. 



Greene Manufacturing, inc.
3985 S. Fletcher Rd.
Chelsea, Mi 48118

info@greenemfg.com
www.greenemfg.com

800-396-4642

Contact Us for info and Ordering


